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If you are in the business of managing assets, you will presumably have heard the phrase “IBOR” and be 
aware that it is a common topic of conversation; in association with an Investment Book of Records 
requirement and why this is becoming an industry necessity.  
 
Data management and aggregation are constantly evolving challenges for most financial organisations 
and there is a clear need for more timely and accurate position-level data, cash projection abilities and 
event management, which also reflects the status of moving targets in data terms. 
 
For any ‘manager of assets’, concerns and demands from the front office are commonly driving this 
debate and in many cases the current data available from traditional back office systems (regularly based 
on accounting data) do not meet the standards and quality needed. Many such companies operate on a 
componentised technical architecture, which results in data and ‘events’ occurring in numerous distinct 
platforms, output in batch processes overnight. Start of Day enhancements are often managed manually, 
with intra-day updates sometimes possible, but this is often a time consuming and difficult process; 
presenting accuracy challenges when addressing a moving target, as well as being a people heavy model 
necessary to capture all that is required. These are certainly some of the drivers that have triggered the 
market interest in “IBOR”. 
 
What seems to be a bigger challenge for the industry is clarifying what IBOR really is, what it should offer 
and how it could achieve this. This is not the first time in the history of asset management developments 
that the ‘solution’ (to suggest a tangible entity), or the vision, can differ greatly from one organisation to 
another. Some managers have technology in place that could support a considered vision of IBOR 
requirements, where others have a concept established that bears the name ‘IBOR’ because that was the 
‘given name’ at some point in the past. There are organisations considering the more traditional 
Accounting Book of Records platforms; reflecting positions from a trade date perspective, as opposed to a 
settlement date view, being reconciled back to the accounting records (as a ‘true’ representation of 
assets). It is not suggested that these IBOR guises are wrong, but for some asset managers they are not 
the answer to primary front office requirements and challenges or they only address some of the critical 
business needs. 
 
For some asset managers, “IBOR” is simply the ‘title’ of a combination of business challenges, as 
opposed to a desire for a single technology solution and maybe this is a good way to consider it. Most 
asset management firms constantly live with multiple outstanding business requirements. As a result, the 
danger is that agreement to consider an Investment Book of Records solution creates unrealistic scope 
requirements being assigned to an IBOR project to resolve multiple, unconnected critical business needs. 
 
Following reviews with multiple clients with an active interest in developing a working solution to this 
challenge, the inconsistent nature of scope at a functional level introduces doubts or concerns that they 
may end up moving in one direction, when the majority of peers move in another; raising concerns 
relating to the evolution of a generic evolution in this area. Without a clear vision of what makes sense 
in functional terms, clients may inadvertently sponsor the creation of an unwieldy beast that may never 
support the primary requirements that add real value to the organisation. In some cases, there is still a 
need to understand the question before identifying the solution. It is certainly clear, that detailed scope 
considered by one organisation can be significantly different to others at function level, but there are 
target elements and principles that remain consistent. 
 
It is suggested that, in some cases, focusing on position keeping platforms as the answer could add to the 
confusion; they often impose processes, standards, functions, etc., to support operational practices that 
are simply not related to the core challenges that IBOR is focused on. In many cases, current solutions 
are tied to overnight batch processes that are necessary but time consuming, regularly being run once 
every 24 hours, which simply fails to meet the real-time/intra-day demands that operations need to 
address. 
 
Clearly, data and event management is at the core and in most cases there are many data sources and 
relationships with multiple providers to contend with, combined with services and platforms that create or 
trigger events that have a continuous impact on positions. This is not just a technical challenge but an 
operational one, as data needs to be normalised and of a usable and consistent quality that can be 
utilised by a variety of platforms - which has always been recognised as a formidable challenge.  
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By assuming that any change to a position; cash or holding, is an ‘event’ rather than a ‘transaction’, then 
event management may become the key. Is it realistic to assume that it is possible to represent positions 
that are 100% correct at all times, when events occur every second of the day? It is suggested the answer 
may be no. However, there may be a finite number of status conditions that qualify a position and the 
quality of that position might be reflected following a ‘Red/Amber/Green’ philosophy, effectively supporting 
risk assessments against positions reflected in an OMS or front office system. Potentially, the front office 
platforms might not be able to absorb this information, but if the output could be customised to the 
interests of a user and presented in isolation, it might help qualify the reflected positions being used to 
trade on. 
 
So what are clients considering as their approach to IBOR? Accepting the aforementioned caveats, the 
comments below are a summary of analysis of some propositions that seek to address the IBOR 
requirement.  

 

Considered Approaches 

1. “It is a warehouse problem - Bring together all disparate position records into one place, clean 

them up and produce a golden copy.”  

 
2. “’Beef up’ the current architecture - Include more in end of day/overnight updates and enhance 

start of day - Have a more complete start-of-day and put pressure on OMS provider to include 

more drivers in their intra-day position updates.” 

 
3. “Run multiple rolling balances, based on numerous sets of posting rules - Creating multiple 

books of record with different timeliness and content.”  

 
4. “Create a complete and timely view across all material position drivers - Extract whatever 

position views are useful for specific queries / populating specific applications / running real-

time platforms.” 

 

Could such enhancements add value to middle and back office operations? Of course, but this takes us 
back to the ‘scope’ issue of what is essential.  
 
It is not suggested that the needs of the middle and back offices are any less important, but once 
consideration spreads across the business, it is possible that the requirements define a monster that 
could never be brought to life; whether as a vendor based solution or an internal build.  
 
With limited budgets available to allocate to such ventures, clients are faced with the challenge of defining 
what IBOR really should encompass and what it means for their business.  
 
So what does IBOR mean to your organisation and how do you intend to address it?  
 

Some Points for Consideration 

Clearly there are many questions to answer, but some of the common issues relate to: 

1. Timing – Should you be addressing this now? – What are the risks associated with delayed 

actions? 

2. Defining Scope - What key requirements need to be addressed?   

3. Functions - What are the key functional elements and what value will they add to the 

business? 
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4. Approach - Vendor solutions (which ones?) or in-house build - both? 

5. Analysis and Design - Analyse data and event processing needs/sources. What could you 

utilise in your current operations and platforms? – What data/event standards are missing 

internally or in the industry? – Solution structure. 

6. Integration - How will it integrate with your current technical architecture and sources of 

data?  

7. Delivery - Do you address all of the requirements in one programme of work or phase 

elements in a practical delivery approach? 

8. Operational Change - What would the operational impact be?  

 
What is clear is that asset managers are carefully considering their options and vision in the Investment 
Book of Records space, before embarking on a large programme of change and Pentagon Consulting will 
continue to support this process, gathering market views and guiding those committed to addressing this 
evolution; clearing the way so that you can ‘see the wood within the trees...’ 
 
With active involvement in this area, Pentagon Consulting understands the diversity of the challenges and 
would be happy to discuss this paper, our observations and knowledge in greater detail. For further 
information please contact Carole Wiles at Cwiles@pentagonconsulting.com.  
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